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2ND YEAR of TEAMED SYMPOSIUM

• 2ND ANNUAL “STATE OF INTEGRATED AIR AND MISSILE DEFENSE (IAMD)” SYMPOSIUM
  - SECOND, FOLLOW-ON TEAMED SYMPOSIUM EFFORT BY THE NDIA SLAA AND MISSILE DEFENSE DIVISIONS
  - SUSTAINS A NEW VENUE IN NDIA FOR AN ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM FOCUSING ON THE LATEST STATUS OF KEY JOINT AND SERVICE PROGRAMS AND TECHNOLOGIES CONCERNED WITH INTEGRATED AIR AND MISSILE DEFENSE (IAMD)

• OUR SYMPOSIUM VISION:
  - ANNUAL --- IN 2012, OUR 3RD ANNUAL IAMD SYMPOSIUM!
  - VENUE: KOSSIAKOFF CONFERENCE CENTER, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY, LAUREL, MD
  - CLASSIFICATION LEVEL ~ SECRET
  - NO PRESS / MEDIA --- SPEAKERS MAY SPEAK CANDIDLY
  - NON-ATTRIBUTION
STRIKE, LAND ATTACK, AND AIR DEFENSE DIVISION

• MISSION AND PURPOSE
  - PROVIDE OPEN AND OBJECTIVE COMMUNICATION CHANNEL AMONG U.S. NAVY, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, AND INDUSTRY
  - ADDRESS THREAT, OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS, COMBAT ARCHITECTURES, SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY, SYSTEMS INTEGRATION, ACQUISITION, AND MANPOWER ISSUES

• FOCUS
  - CONDUCT FORMAL STUDIES AND ANALYSES RELATED TO STRIKE, LAND ATTACK, AND AIR DEFENSE ISSUES
  - PREPARE AND DISTRIBUTE STUDY REPORTS TO GOVERNMENT AND INDUSTRY
  - SCOPE THE STUDIES TO PROVIDE UNBIASED, USEFUL AND TIMELY RESULTS
  - STUDY PARTICIPATION BY INDUSTRY AND GOVERNMENT IS VOLUNTARY

• SINCE 1982, SLAAD HAS PERFORMED OVER 100 PRO BONO STUDIES FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
STRIKE, LAND ATTACK, AND AIR DEFENSE DIVISION
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